Snowglobes
Featuring the Holiday Cheer Collection
by Hoffman Fabrics
Quilt Design by Denise M. Russart
37" x 37"
Yardage

* including binding yardage

Fabric A
Fabric B

G8552 cream/gold
G8552 gold/gold

gold holly & berries on cream
gold holly & berries on gold

1/2 yard

Fabric C

G8550 cream/gold

pinecones on cream

1/4 yard

Fabric D

G8821 cream/gold

birds on cream/gold

3/8 yard

Fabric E
Fabric F

G8553 scarlet/gold
G8554 hunter/gold

gold poinsettias on scarlet
holly and berries on hunter

3/8 yard
1/2 yard

Fabric G

G8821 black/gold

birds on black/gold

1/2 yard

Fabric H
Fabric I

G8553 cream/gold
G8553 hunter/gold

gold poinsettias on cream
gold poinsettias on hunter

1/4 yard
1/8 yard

Fabric J
Fabric K

G8556 scarlet/gold
G8551 cream/gold

berry print
poinsettias on cream

1/8 yard
1/4 yard

Fabric L
Backing

G8554 cream/gold

holly and berries on cream
Holiday Cheer Fabric of your choice

1/2 yard
1-1/4 yards

Cutting Chart

Fabric A

Fabric B

WOF = width of fabric (selvage to selvage)
Center globe template over specific part of print
you want to appear in the snowglobe
Cut two strips 8-1/2" wide by WOF
- subcut into five 8-1/2" x 8-1/2" squares

3/4 yard *

Globe background for 5 dark
background globes

Cut five snowglobe bases using template

Globe base

Cut four strips 1-1/2" by WOF
- subcut two of these strips to 1-1/2" x 28-1/2"
- subcut remaining two strips to 1-1/2" x 30-1/2"

Left and right plain border
Top and bottom plain border

Cut five strips 2.5" by WOF

Binding
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Fabric C

Cut one snowglobe ball using template A

Globe 

Fabric D

Cut two snowglobe balls using template A,
centering a Cardinal in one globe and the two
Sparrow type birds in the other

Globe 

Fabric E

Cut one strip 8-1/2" by WOF
- subcut into twenty-four 1-1/2" by 8-1/2"
rectangles

Fabric F

Cut four strips 3-1/2" wide by WOF
- subcut all strips 30-1/2" long

Scallop appliquéd border

Remaining fabric will be used to cut scallop border
corners later.
Cut five snowglobe balls using template A,
centering a single Cardinal in two globes, two
Sparrow type birds in two globes and a double
Cardinal in the last globe

Scallop appliquéd border corners

Fabric H

Cut one strip 8-1/2" by WOF
- subcut into four 8-1/2" by 8-1/2" squares

Globe backgrounds for 4 light
background globes

Fabric I

Cut one strip 1-1/2" by WOF
- subcut into sixteen 1-1/2" by 1-1/2" squares

Sashing cornerstones

Fabric G

Sashing

Globe 

Cut two snowglobe bases using template B

Globe bases - center vertical row,
top and bottom globes

Fabric J

Cut two snowglobe bases using template B

Globe bases - middle horizontal
row, left and right globes

Fabric K

Cut one snowglobe ball using template A

Globe 

Fabric L

Cut four strips 4" by WOF
- subcut all strips to 30-1/2"
- from remainder of strips, cut four 4" x 4" squares

Appliqued border background
Background for appliqued corner
border

Block A:
With the 8-1/2" background squares of Fabric A,
make five snowglobe blocks using the Fabric G
snow globes and using the Fabric B bases.

Make 2

Make 2

Make 1

Block B:
With the 8-1/2" background square of Fabric H, make one snowglobe block using the
Fabric K globe and Fabric J base.
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Block C:
With the 8-1/2" background square of Fabric H, make one snowglobe block using the
Fabric C globe and Fabric I base.

Block D:
Using the 8-1/2" background square of Fabric H, make two
snowglobes using the Fabric D globes and Fabric J bases.

Center Layout:
Lay blocks out in order shown on cover page in three rows of three blocks. Stitch a Fabric E 1-1/2" by 8-1/2"
rectangle between each block and at left and right side of outermost blocks. Repeat for each row, pressing
seams toward sashing strips.

Next, stitch three Fabric E 1-1/2" by 8-1/2" rectangles end to end with a 1-1/2" by 1-1/2" Fabric I cornerstone
square in between each and at beginning and end of strip, pressing seams away from cornerstones.
Repeat to make 4 like rows. Sew one row between each row of blocks and at top and bottom of quilt
pressing seams toward sashing strips.
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First Border: Add a Fabric B
1-1/2" x 28-1/2" border strip to left and right of
quilt, pressing seam toward border.
Add a Fabric B 1-1/2" x 30-1/2" border strip to top
and bottom of quilt, pressing seam toward
border.

Scalloped Border:
Instructions for appliquéd border are for needle turn applique. If you use another method (such as fusible) you
will need to remove seam allowances along arcs of curves and then make continous pattern as indicated
below.
Print five copies of the scalloped border template and cut them out along seam allowance outside edge. The
seam allowance is denoted by the dotted line. Lay down the first arc. To make a continuous applique
pattern, fold under the seam allowance on the left side of the second arc. Overlap that edge with the first arc
so that the solid lines abut with the first arc and tape together. Add the third arc, again folding under the
seam allowance on the left side of the third arc and overlapping it with the second so the solid lines meet and
tape in place. Repeat for remaining arcs. You now have a continuous pattern of five arcs with seam
allowances included at each end of strip (this pattern will now measure 30-1/2" long).
Lay this scalloped pattern you just made on your Fabric F 3-1/2" strips and cut out four scalloped border
sections. Clip to a thread or two of seam line at Vees in arcs. Layer one of these strips on top of one Fabric L
4" border strip, aligning bottom edge of arch strip with bottom edge of border strip. Pin in place and
applique arcs.

Repeat to make four like strips. You may cut away the excess Fabric L fabric from beneath arcs if you like or
leave it in place, whichever is your preference. Sew one strip to left and right of quilt.
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Corner Blocks for Scalloped Border:
Using the template for the corner block of this border, cut out template on outside of seam allowance
(dotted line). Cut four of these templates from your left over Fabric F.
Place these Fabric F corner scallops on the Fabric L 4" squares, aligning straight edges of scallop with corner of
background block. Applique to background block. Add the corner blocks to left and right edges of the two
remaining appliquéd border strips.

Stitch these borders to top and bottom of quilt and your top is finished!
Binding:
Use Fabric B 2-1/2" strips to make double fold binding.
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Key Block (43/100 actual size)

B

C

C

Templates for "snowglobe block templates" as 8.00 by 8.00 (inches) block, printed from EQ6!

B

A

Scalloped Border template

Key Block

A

A

Templates for "scallop corner template - cut four"

